
Get Unique Brand-new Professional Resume
Templates For A Better Placement

Resumes designed to grab attention

Marketable Resumes have announced

five new resume templates for the job

hunters. 

CHARLOTTE, NC, UNITED STATES,

October 19, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Applying for a new job can be

challenging, and in the competitive job

market, it's necessary to adopt

different strategies to make an

extraordinary impression on potential

employers. Gone are the days of walk-

in interviews where job seekers could

make a first personal impression

before handing out the resumes to the

hiring committee. Every employer now demands a resume beforehand, mostly through an email

or a postal service, to shortlist the candidates before allowing them to continue further in the

employment process. The resume is the first chance to make a powerful impression on potential

employers and to stand out in the CV selection process. The Resume must be creatively

designed, comprehensive, and eye-catching enough to appropriately highlight the candidate's

skills and talents.

The HR professionals review thousands of resumes every day and spot trivial mistakes in the

format in the blink of an eye, which is the principal reason for rejections. An overall dull resume

is another core reason for not getting through the resume shortlisting procedure. The most

common mistake candidates make is that they underestimate the power of a well-designed and

concise resume. Not everyone is skilled enough to build a creative CV template and produce a

boring black and white plain resume that will not create the desired impact and probably end up

in the pile of rejected resumes. Therefore the layout, designs and color combination of the

resume is super important to get noticed. 

Marketable Resumes is an online platform where job applicants can obtain creatively designed

eye-catching resume templates and save them from the troubles of developing one. The

company has recently released five new resume templates for its customers to choose the most

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://marketableresumes.com/topics/where-to-find-resumes/
https://marketableresumes.com/topics/why-should-we-hire-you/
https://marketableresumes.com/topics/why-should-we-hire-you/


suitable one according to their requirements and budget. We help candidates get rid of their

boring traditional resumes and transform them into the best version of it. The team at

Marketable resumes is well aware of the fact that a resume has only a few seconds to make an

impact on the recruiters and employers. Our templates will make sure that the employers are

compelled to have a more in-depth look into the resumes. The resume layouts are designed in a

way to showcase the skills set most suitably. The infusion of bright colors and the perfect color

combinations will ultimately grab the reader's attention.

There are dedicated sections for adding About Me, Contact, Skills, Experience, and Education in

every template enabling the candidates to add all relevant information most productively. The

customers can choose from three different resume designs and layouts, each having their

distinct qualities and features at the most affordable prices.

About the Company:

Marketableresumes.com is an innovative online store where job applicants can acquire

appealing, productive, and creative resume templates to gain extensive attention from potential

recruiters and employers. The templates are ready to order, and the customer can choose from

three different levels of Resumes templates at the most affordable prices.
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